Ford discusses function of U.S. role in Indochina

WASHINGTON (AP)—Members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee held what one termed a candid discussion with President Ford about some of the controversial aspects of his administration's foreign policy, including the American role there and should be.

Senator Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.), who led the delegation, asked the president about the effects of American military involvement in Indochina and whether the United States was still committed to the containment of the spread of communism.

President Ford responded that the United States was committed to the containment of communist expansion, but he added that the approach to dealing with the problem needed to be more measured and less confrontational.

Senator Jackson also asked about the role of the United States in supporting anti-communist rebels in South Vietnam.

The president acknowledged that the United States was supporting the rebels, but he emphasized that the goal was to create an environment where the Vietnamese people could choose their own future. He also noted that the United States was working to help stabilize the region and prevent a wider war.

Senator Jackson asked about the impact of the war on American troops and the possibility of a phased withdrawal of United States forces.

The president agreed that a phased withdrawal was a possibility, but he emphasized that such a decision would be made based on the progress of the peace negotiations and the situation on the ground.

The meeting was described as productive and务实 (realistic) as both sides sought to understand each other's perspectives.

---

Summer job market tight

Experts predict few jobs

By the Associated Press

Find a summer job will be tougher than ever this year for the millions of high school and college students looking for work to earn some spending money for the rest of the year.

Government and private analysts predict that more than five million fewer students will be competing with the usual millions of job seekers for fewer jobs, so will be harder to find.

High school and college students who are looking for work this summer will have a much tougher time finding jobs than in recent years.

The Labor Department said the number of job seekers was expected to decline by about 500,000 from last year.

"We are predicting that the labor market will be tight this summer," said Labor Secretary Robert L. Miskel.

"There will be fewer jobs available, especially in the retail, restaurant and construction industries," he said.

Students will have to work harder to find jobs this summer, according to Miskel.

"They will have to be more selective and realistic in their job searches," he said.

"We are predicting that the labor market will be tight this summer," said Labor Secretary Robert L. Miskel.

"There will be fewer jobs available, especially in the retail, restaurant and construction industries," he said.

"We are predicting that the labor market will be tight this summer," said Labor Secretary Robert L. Miskel.

"There will be fewer jobs available, especially in the retail, restaurant and construction industries," he said.

---

Schoolhouse

Carl Bricker, of Pacific Concrete Products Inc., yesterday delivered the cornerstone block that will be placed at the foundation of a new schoolhouse.

Construction of the foundation begins today, (Newsphoto by Bob Neyerly)

Red schoolhouse completion set for fall

By Martin Crick

Superintendent

Early fall is the present target date for the Educational Memorial Center, usually referred to as the little schoolhouse, to be completed on the campus, according to Dr. David Crick, Dean of the College of Education.

The schoolhouse, which was originally designed by architect Ezra Mercier, is now being raised by the oldest student members of the class of 1970, who are in the junior (B.A.) and junior (B.S.) classes.

The cornerstone block was delivered yesterday by Carl Bricker, of Pacific Concrete Products Inc., who is a member of the class of 1970.

Dr. Crick said that the cornerstone block will be placed at the foundation of the new schoolhouse.

"Construction of the foundation begins today," he said.

"The cornerstone block was delivered yesterday by Carl Bricker, of Pacific Concrete Products Inc., who is a member of the class of 1970," he said.

"Dr. Crick said that the cornerstone block will be placed at the foundation of the new schoolhouse," he said.

---

Weather

Mostly cloudy and continued shower threat remains for Lake Erie and Upper Peninsula regions.

Friday and Saturday outlook:

"Rain is expected to continue throughout the day on Friday and into the early evening," said Meteorologist John Wheeler.

"A cold front will move through the region, bringing a sharp drop in temperature," he said.

---
Dear Mr. Robert Beck, it is good that
you are Slovenian and proud. And, if
you are not, be one anyway. I am an
expert in the field of "Slovenian People's
Association" and I know most things
about it. I do not pretend that I know
everything, but I have followed the
work of the association and I believe I
can be a valuable source of information
to you.

The Treasury secretary failed to confirm Mr. Ford's promise to avoid conflicts.

in your letter to The BG.
Most dealers report slumping sales

By Joe Walter

Most sourcing Green new car dealers report sales are off 10 to 25 percent in the first three months of 1975, but two major manufacturers said sales are up 20 to 30 percent.

Robert H. Dobbie, owner of two Datsun dealerships in Prospect Heights, said, "Our sales are up over last year. We sold customers who were economically minded and who got a good product." Dobbie added that Datsun had not sold as many cars as in the first three months of 1974 but then during the same period last year sales were down 10 percent.

Wilbur Doren, manager of the Max June Auto Sales, 740 S. Main St., said small car sales have been holding steady, butNOTE OTHERS contacted this new car every day. "This report thing has passed the gauntlet," according to Glenn D. Thomas, general manager of Ralph Thomas Chevrolet, 91 N. Main St., a new car dealership.

...and is working on the economies and the government. Thomas explained that the economy is the same, but now a new proportion of people will pick up when the economy is better. Thomas said, "We're wondering if retail Arabians will be returning for products, but it's not certain." said management. A. J. Catalano, Catalano said the income tax season had brought about one million returns filed by the same date last year.

"The court gave Ehrlichman, who at one time was former Connally's lawyer, Edward Bennett Williams, had asked for the state and local elections and another for federal..." Dishop cautioned the Ohio delegation to Congress that a federal postcard voter registration bill now pending "may cause the Ohio delegation to Congress that a federal..." "We're geared to handle about 40,000 forms a day," he said. "You can't consider that very significant, because million returns filed by the same date last year.
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Sig Ep members set world record for pinochle game

Orange juice, back rubs and plenty of encouragement helped four Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity members set a pinochle playing record recently. A record-breaking game was played, and not in published new records, and not in publishing new records, as explained apparently, there was no world record for card playing.

Through the marathon, 1976 was pledged to the Heart Fund at University Hospital in Toledo. The marathon, which started at 5:30 a.m. Thursday, was all about IBM was pledged. Russo said. Russo at the marathon, then continued, donations were increased. The card playing ended at 11:10 Saturday night. The money will be counted in the name of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at the University of Florida. Russo said. But as they participated in a walking marathon for the Heart Fund, Russo explained.

Russo, junior (B.A.), played the marathon, which started at 5:30 a.m. Thursday, was all about record breaking the existing world record. Russo said. Russo at the marathon, then continued, donations were increased. The card playing ended at 11:10 Saturday night. The money will be counted in the name of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at the University of Florida. Russo said. But as they participated in a walking marathon for the Heart Fund, Russo explained.

Card stunt After 31 hours of playing pinochle, Richard A. Nordenhein, junior (B.A.), Michael A. Russo, senior (B.A.), Douglas W. Hoge, senior (B.A.) members of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity still look in good shape. They eventually set a world record.

Ticket scalper could face UAO prosecution

A from page one

According to Campus Safety Director Dale Shaffer the scalper was also could be arrested for peddling without a license according to a Bowling Green city ordinance.

Violation of the peddling ordinance carries a fine per day for each day of violation.

However, UAO has not contacted Campus Safety on the issue and Shaffer said he

there is little his office can do in apprehending the scalper. "I don't think it's too feasible from an enforcement angle," Shaffer said. "I think it is a problem that should be handled by the police.

Shaffer said his department also would help UAO prosecute if UAO decided to act.

Crafts Fair scheduled

A Crafts Fair sponsored by the Union Activities Organization (UAO) Special Events Committee, will be May 14-15. Artists or craftsmen interested in selling and displaying their wares should contact the UAO office at 372-0493.

D.J.'s SHIRT SHACK

WHITE TRIM

HEATHERS

SOLIDS

OUR TEAM

SPECIAL TEAM PRICES

WILL LETTER ON YOUR SHIRT

115 W. MERRY

IN THE BACKROOM

352-9157

Top artists! Major labels!

Hundreds of records! Classics included!

Many, many selections in this special purchase.

Mon. April 21st thru Fri. April 25th

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Student Services Building

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!!

Come early for best selection!

Referrals

Have a Rush

AEP:

Rush Party

tonight 7:30?

Preferred Properties Co.

Management now leasing for summer and fall

* Bucky House

649 6th St.

* Rushwood

650 6th St.

* Mt. Vernon

802 6th St.

* campground

720 7th St.

* Haven House

1515 E. Wooster

Rental Office for the above:

1361 Napoleon Rd.

Office hrs. 9-12 & 1-5. 352-9378

* Cherry Hill Village

Office hrs. 8-12 & 1-5. 352-6249 or 352-0796

local briefs

Police report

Two Piston Nano were arrested Friday night by Campus Safety on drug-related charges.

Arrested were Stanley Bowers, 20, and Randy Barchus, 19. Bowers is being held on charge of forgery while under the influence of alcohol, possession of drugs for sale and possession of a vehicle for storage of controlled drugs.

Borsch has been charged with possession of drugs for sale.

Both were arrested yesterday by Bowling Green Municipal Court for a preliminary hearing. A police attending the arrest was also arrested and released to the custody of his parents.

Several cases were taken from Kline Seiler cafeteria during a beer blast held there last week.

Estimated value of the missing cases was $1200.

Delta Kappa Epsilon and Pi Kappa Alpha received a total of was taken from their room.

Correction

It was incorrectly stated in Friday's News that the eligibility state for low-cost group life insurance from the Veterans Administration was for someone who has served between April 17, 1973-August 1, 1973. The correct dates are April 1, 1973 and August 1, 1973.

Special ed

Advisement for spring courses will be April 10 and May 10 in the Newman Center, Education Building.

German

There will be an important meeting for all German majors and minors at 7 tonight in the Taft Room. Union, special education majors and minors at 6 p.m. April 29 in a special interest area.

Religion

Persons interested in teaching religion may participate in a free adult education program. Meet 7:30 p.m. Monday, beginning tonight and continuing through May 27 in the Newman Center.

New bulletin

Students may get a copy of the University summer session bulletin in 344 Administration Building.

Interviews

Appointments for exit interview for Student Development, and National Directory. Student Loan recipients who are graduating or terminating their studies spring quarter or were in program.

All participating students must contact the Student Loan Office for the above: 372-0415, as soon as possible.

Cyclathon

A Cyclathon will be held Saturday in Wood County to benefit the University of Florida. The Wood County Association for Redcordated Children. Hours will be the following: three hours on Saturday, April 29, at the University of Florida, 10 A.M.-2 P.M.; and Sunday, April 30, 1-5 P.M. at the University of Florida, 10 A.M.-2 P.M.; and Sunday, April 30, 1-5 P.M. at the University of Florida.

The Cyclathon will be from 9 A.M. to 10 P.M., in case of rain the event will be postponed until April 30.

Participating will solicit donations from community residents and members of the state. The bikers and bikers who are placed the highest amount of collected contributions will be eligible for prizes.

The bikers and bikers who are placed the highest amount of collected contributions will be eligible for prizes.

The bikers and bikers who are placed the highest amount of collected contributions will be eligible for prizes.
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Crafts shop opens downtown

Collins gives tribute to Ellington

By Frank Johnson

Judy Collins and Rick Derringer have very little in common. They both have recent albums that feature old, forgotten masters of their respective instruments. Judy Collins is a whistling woman, a musician who can make music from anything, a singer who can produce a song in any medium. Rick Derringer is a rock musician, a singer who can produce a rock song in any medium. They both have recent albums that feature old, forgotten masters of their respective instruments.
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The reviewer, Randy Michael Sigler, comments that the play "Androcles and the Lion," a serious work by Armenian Arthur Haig premiere at the Joe S. E. Brown Theater, had been performed before nearly every actor had performed in a school or community theater. Sigler describes the director's vision both under- and genuine playfulness and a roll win duller all in and a roll win duller all in. Sigler also notes that the characterizations were equally well done and troublesome for some scenes. Sigler further states that the director's playful energy, cliché for economy, fused loudness for spontaneity, and genuine playfulness were virtues the director F. Lee Meles. Sigler notes that the type of acting takes the kind of energy from the action and genuine playfulness. Sigler concludes that the problem is the play were both bright and well-crafted, and the audience was equally simple and bright, and also were missing together in several instances. Sigler further states that the problem is the play were both bright and well-crafted, and the audience was equally simple and bright, and also were missing together in several instances. Sigler further states that the problem is the play were both bright and well-crafted, and the audience was equally simple and bright, and also were missing together in several instances.
Hurdlers

Falconc hidden Beggar Women (blonde) was one of the few bright spots last Saturday as Bowing Green fell to Miami, 8-4. The Falcons are currently occupying a controversial position in the Western Athletic Association.

Falcons' offense was hindered by a number of factors, including a lack of teamwork and individual errors. The Falcons' defense, however, was able to hold Miami to six goals, a feat that many coaches have praised.

The game started off well for the Falcons, with an early goal from the defensive unit. However, Miami's offense quickly took over, scoring a goal on the Falcons' goalie. The Falcons' defense was able to keep Miami in check for most of the game, but eventually succumbed to the pressure.

The game ended with a 3-2 victory for Miami, but the Falcons' defense showed a great deal of promise. The team is looking forward to the next game, where they hope to continue their good form.

By Pete Eiglehart

SPRINGFIELD - The Bowling Green track and field team dominated last Saturday afternoon as they notched the Worthington Tigers, 61-0, with the ease of a tight defense and a fourth-quarter scoring spurt.

The win raised the Falcons' season record to 3-1 and 2-1 in the Mid-American Lacrosse Association. Not only was the win the sixth in as many years that BG has downed Wooster, it was also riding a high emotion of losing the lax squad.

The victory was a very important thing to be inrrojved with. "IT WAS the first game of the season Actually, the win solidified the Falcons' position in the league title.

Merrill claimed the match as they outscored the Worthington Tigers, 61-0, with the ease of a tight defense and a fourth-quarter scoring spurt.

The win raised the Falcons' season record to 3-1 and 2-1 in the Mid-American Lacrosse Association. Not only was the win the sixth in as many years that BG has downed Wooster, it was also riding a high emotion of losing the lax squad.
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Merrill claimed the match as they outscored the Worthington Tigers, 61-0, with the ease of a tight defense and a fourth-quarter scoring spurt.

The win raised the Falcons' season record to 3-1 and 2-1 in the Mid-American Lacrosse Association. Not only was the win the sixth in as many years that BG has downed Wooster, it was also riding a high emotion of losing the lax squad.
BF golfers fourth at Ashland

By Bob Rose
Assistant Sports Editor

For the second consecutive week, an impressive team total in the final round helped the Falcons golf squad post another respectable tournament result.

Last weekend's Ashland Invitational saw Bowling Green's depth, three stroke buffers turned championship-winning Ohio University (OG). The Bobcats took the team title with a 378.

Ohio State was at 378, and Marshall University totaled 370 to edge the Falcons for runner-up honors.

ALTHOUGH the Falcons were in fourth place after Friday's first round, their 376 total was 31 ahead of OG's 407. Bowling Green claimed 279 in the final round and Saturday to tie for fourth place.

Green and four-round help the Falcon golf team total in the final week, an impressive 10 shots under par.
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Although the Falcons had already clinched the Mid-American Conference golf title with a 756 at the weekend, seven rounds was the way the Falcons clinched the title.

Penn State was next at 758.
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